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About This Game

Sadistic robots have enslaved orcas at SeaLand Marine Park. The evil Sheep Puncher robot has kidnapped sheep for the twisted
wool industry. Only the Kitten Squad is up to the task of saving these gentle animals. Players must guide the Kitten Squad,

armed with weaponry ranging from carrot rocket launchers to yarn ball guns, on missions to defeat the evil robots and free the
animals in this action game brought to you by PETA.
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Publisher:
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yang kangen sama game arcade jaman kecil, lumayan nih. This is the future of RO2. game will not do anything but play music
on a black screen. waste. This game is great. I love the combat, the setting, and the characters. However, there are a few issues
that I just don't understand and I feel aren't explained well.
1. Interupting attacks only trigger sometimes, even if you have a 95% chance to hit on a few moving characters often you will
not attack at all.
2. Line of sight makes no sense. You can have a clear shot, use ranging shot, have nothing obscuring the enemy and still have 0
percent chance to hit....but the computer can, and often does, shoot through walls. Frustrating .
Other than these two grievances I would definitely give it at least 8\/10. No updates, no news. Developers forgot about steam
players.
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I don't even know how to start this. I'm leaving this same review on each of the Trilogy pages because it's an across the board
review of 5 out of 5 or 108 out of 100 or A++ or whatever you can think of.
This has been one of the most emotional, roller-coastering rides of my life, and it happened in a videogame. One that's entirely
text-based. You start off as a little hero still trying to figure out who you are and you end as a big one, no matter what path you
take, knowing exactly who you are. You'll go through so many ups and downs and surprises and disappointments and happiness
and sadness and successes and failures, you'll get into all the great beat em up action that comes with being a hero and all the
baggage and consequences, too. But if you stick to who you are, just like in life, you'll pull through and make the right calls, and
become a legend. The fate of the world is in your hands. The fate of your world is in your hands. Now get to it. And buy this
trilogy.. This is a great take on the classic Minesweeper. I enjoyed playing this game, but the only issue is that it made my
computer hot fairly quickly, even on the lowest quality setting. Other than that, it definitely exceeded expectations for the price..
Honestly the best 9p i have spent. Could even make a profit off this game if you sell the trading cards!. Well, all the music files
are in MP3, so that may prove to be a small issue. The tracks do sound great though! But if they were in Ogg it'd be better.. The
community makes the game near impossible to enjoy\/get into. Will be refunding.. I'll skip what you can understand from the
trailer and short desciption. This is a rougelike, an hard one, and a good one.
It's fast paced.
The final boss es (Filler to make it look something else) is maybe a big difficulty spike, but it makes sense to be so.
Small rooms and very meaningfull hp mean that even the simpler enemies are a threath.
Bosses are bullet hells and fast paced ones.
And believe it or not it has a story: sure this game has lore and frontloads the setting, but there's a story you are playing that ends
up explaining even the tutorial.
It even has a demo so at least try it! If you find it too hard, keep playing it, getting better is fun!
If you find it too easy don't worry it gets harder. A LOT. I've played this game for 19 hours and I still not feel even close to
being able to complete it.
I give it a dancing in hell and dying\/10.. Fun! Not a difficult game by any stretch, but the atmosphere, music, and gameplay
were very enjoyable. Provides several hours' worth of casual gameplay in a darkly-lit, surreal world. The cooperative aspect of
the game was well-done. And the characters are adorable.. ...............\/\u00b4\u00af\/)......................................(\\\u00af`\\
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